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The full paper on this topi appears in the Proeedings of the Nineteenth

International Conferene on Mahine Learning. [1℄

Q-learning [3℄ is a form of reinforement learning where the optimal poliy is

learned impliitly in the form of a Q-funtion, whih takes a state-ation pair as

input and outputs the quality of the ation in that state. The optimal ation in a

given state is the ation with the greatest Q-value. When dealing with large state

spaes Q-learning enounters two major problems.

The �rst limitations of standard Q-learning is related to the number of di�erent

state-ation pairs that may exist. The Q-funtion an in priniple be represented

as a table with one entry for eah state-ation pair. When states and ations

are haraterised by parameters, the number of suh pairs grows ombinatorially

in the number of parameters and thus an easily beome very large, making it

infeasible to represent the Q-funtion in tabular form, let alone learn it aurately

(onvergene of the Q-funtion only happens after eah state-ation pair has been

visited many times). This problem is typially solved by integrating into the Q-

learning algorithm an indutive learner, whih learns a funtion that generalises

over given state-ation pairs. Thus reasonable estimates of the Q-value of a state-

ation pair an be made without ever having visited it. Examples inlude neural

networks, nearest neighbour methods and regression trees.

A relational learner is employed in \relational reinforement learning" or RRL.

RRL uses �rst order representations for states and ations, and learns a �rst order

regression tree that maps these strutural desriptions onto real numbers. The

use of �rst order representations gives RRL a broader appliation domain than

lassial Q-learning approahes. Examples of suh relatively omplex appliations

desribed in more detail in this paper, inlude learning to solve simple planning

tasks in a bloks world, or learning to play ertain omputer games (Digger, Tetris).
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In strutural domains, the state spae is typially very large, and while a

relational learner an provide the right level of abstration to learn in suh a

domain, there remains the problem that rewards may be distributed very sparsely

in this state spae. Using random exploration through the searh spae, rewards

may simply never be enountered. In some of the appliation domains mentioned

above this prohibits RRL from �nding a good solution.

While plenty of exploration strategies exist [4℄, few deal with the problems of

exploration at the start of the learning proess. It is exatly this problem that we

are faed with in our RRL setting. There is, however, an approah whih has been

followed with suess, and whih onsists of guiding the Q-learner with examples of

\reasonable" strategies, provided by a teaher [2℄. Thus a mix between the lassial

unsupervised Q-learning and (supervised) behavioural loning is obtained.

It is the suitability of this approah in the ontext of RRL that we explore

in this paper. We disuss how guidane an be inorporated in a Q-learning

approah, and how this was done in our RRL algorithm. We demonstrate the

feasibility of this approah in three domains, the bloks world and two omputer

games (Digger and Tetris). Three di�erent forms of guidane are onsidered:

traes (ation sequenes) generated by hand-oded poliies, traes generated by

poliies learned by RRL and traes of a human performing the task at hand. In all

three ases, the use of guidane followed by experimentation improves performane

over using experimentation only, either in terms of the overall performane level

ahieved or the onvergene speed.

We also observe that one has to be areful about supplying the learning al-

gorithm with too muh \perfet guidane" right at the start. Coupled with the

use of a generalisation engine, providing optimal ations only does not allow to

learn to distinguish between optimal and non-optimal ations. Good guidane will

show the learning algorithm both optimal and non-optimal ations in a great vari-

ety of states. Both restriting the visited states during guidane and limiting the

guidane poliy to take only orret ations will have a negative inuene on the

e�etiveness of the o�ered guidane. The variety in the visited states is probably

the hardest to ahieve when onstruting guidane traes.
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